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1. Introduction
In [12], Greenberg proves an approximation property for solutions to polynomial systems of
equations in excellent henselian discrete valuation rings. This was generalized by M. Artin, and sub-
sequently gave rise to a theory of Artin approximation, culminating in Popescu’s proof of Artin’s
conjecture that any excellent henselian local ring has this approximation property. For all this, we
refer to [21]. Consider polynomial equations where an automorphism and its iterates would occur,
so-called difference equations. In this paper, we prove a result analog to Greenberg’s (Theorem 3.1) for
difference equations in excellent discrete valuation rings satisfying an appropriate Hensel’s lemma,
a particular case of which is the ring of Witt vectors over an algebraically closed ﬁeld with its Frobe-
nius. A particular case was known [6] (see [25, §.7], for similar stronger approximation properties).
We use the methods of [1] based on the ultraproduct construction from model theory, a natural tool
in these questions (see [21]). The general case in characteristic p (in Theorem 3.1) was pointed out
to us by the referee, whom we thank also for his (or her) remarks which improved this paper. We
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nally, in the case of Witt vectors, we apply our result to get a Nullstellensatz for Frobenius difference
equations (Theorem 5.5), in the style of [19].
1.1. Notation and terminology
In this paper, all rings are commutative with 1. We use boldface for vector notation, e.g. x =
(x1, . . . , xn). For a local ring A, we will denote by max(A) its maximal ideal and by kA its residue
ﬁeld. For a domain A, Frac(A) will denote its ﬁeld of fractions. If f is a polynomial over a ring A
and ϕ some homomorphism with domain A, then f ϕ denotes the polynomial obtained from f by
making ϕ operate on the coeﬃcients. We recall that a ﬁeld extension L/K is said to be separable if
either the characteristic is 0, or the characteristic is p > 0 and L, K 1/p are linearly disjoint over K
(e.g. see [16]).
A difference ring is a ring equipped with a ﬁxed automorphism. In this context we usually denote
the automorphism by σ and denote such a structure by (A, σ ), where A is the underlying ring.
For such (A, σ ), A[X]σ will stand for the ring of difference polynomials over A in the variables
X1, . . . , Xn , namely the ring of standard polynomials over A in the variables σ j(Xi), j ∈ N, 1 i  n.3
The order of a difference polynomial f is the largest j such that some σ j(Xi) appears in f . Let
A ⊆ B be an extension of difference rings, and a a tuple from B. We let A[a]σ = A[σ j(a): j ∈ Z], the
difference ring generated by a over A. Let K ⊆ L be an extension of difference ﬁelds, and a a tuple
from L. We let K (a)σ = K (σ j(a): j ∈ Z), the difference ﬁeld generated by a over K . An element
a ∈ L is said to be transformally transcendental over K if the elements σ j(a), j ∈ Z (or equivalently
j ∈ N), are algebraically independent over K , and transformally algebraic over K otherwise. There is
a natural notion of transformal independence and transformal transcendence basis. A difference ring is
called periodic if it satisﬁes an identity of the form σ n(x) = x for some integer n > 0, and called
aperiodic otherwise. Our difference rings are the inversive ones of [8]. For difference algebra we refer
to [8].
A differential ring is a ring equipped with a derivation, i.e. an additive map, usually denoted by D ,
such that D(xy) = xDy+ yDx. We usually denote such a structure by (A, D), where A is the underly-
ing ring. For such (A, D), A{X} will stand for the ring of differential polynomials over A in the vari-
ables X1, . . . , Xn , i.e. the ring of standard polynomials over A in the variables D j Xi , j ∈ N, 1 i  n.
Let A ⊆ B be an extension of differential rings, and a a tuple from B. We let A{a} = A[D j(a): j ∈ N],
the differential ring generated by a over A. Let K ⊆ L be an extension of differential ﬁelds, and
a a tuple from L. We let K 〈a〉 = K (D j(a): j ∈ N), the differential ﬁeld generated by a over K .
An element a ∈ L is said to be differentially transcendental over K if the elements D ja, j ∈ N, are
algebraically independent over K , and differentially algebraic over K otherwise. If a is differentially al-
gebraic over K and there is some polynomial F (X0, . . . , Xn) over A such that F (a, Da, . . . , Dna) = 0
and ∂ F
∂ Xi
(a, Da, . . . , Dna) = 0 for some i, then a is said to be differentially separable over K. There is
a natural notion of differential algebraic dependence. In characteristic p > 0, because of the identity
Dxp = 0, the notion of “differential transcendence basis” is more subtle, and we refer to [18, Chap-
ter II, §.9–§.10]. For differential algebra we refer to [18].
If U is a non-principal ultraﬁlter on N, we will denote by ( )∗ the functor ultrapower modulo U ,
which associates to each set S the set of sequences (xn)n∈N , xn ∈ S , modulo the equivalence relation of
being equal on a set of indices belonging to U . There is a natural embedding S ↪→ S∗ via the constant
sequences. We refer to [1] for ultraproducts, in particular for properties preserved by the functor ( )∗ ,
e.g. being a henselian valuation ring.
2 The referee pointed out that Guzy [14] obtained independently a weak version of Theorem 4.3 where the residue ﬁeld is
differentially closed of characteristic 0.
3 N.B. The automorphism σ extends to A[X]σ , in the way suggested by the names of the variables, but is not onto. Sometimes
the variables σ j(Xi) are taken over j ∈ Z, but we will not do this here.
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Let (A, σ ) be a difference ring which is a local ring. Note that σ sends the maximal ideal of
non-invertible elements onto itself and induces an automorphism of the residue ﬁeld, which we will
denote by σ¯ . Note also that, if A is a discrete valuation ring then σ has the remarkable property that
x and σ(x) always divide each other, so that the associated valuation on Frac(A) is an isometry, i.e.
σ(x) has same valuation as x.
A natural example is given by a power series ring k[[T ]] over a ﬁeld k and the automorphism
σ f (
∑
anTn) =∑ f (an)Tn , where f is a ﬁxed automorphism of k. The example of special interest to
us will be the ring W [˜Fp] of Witt vectors over the algebraic closure F˜p of the prime ﬁeld of char-
acteristic p > 0, with its Frobenius automorphism. Namely, let ρ : F˜p → W [˜Fp] be the multiplicative
section of the residue map. Any x ∈ W [˜Fp] has a unique expansion x =∑∞i=0 ρ(ai)pi and we have the
automorphism σp(x) =∑∞i=0 ρ(ai)p pi , the Witt Frobenius (see e.g. [28]).
The following deﬁnition4 is due to Scanlon [24].
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let (A, σ ) be a difference ring which is a valuation ring. We say (A, σ ) is σ -henselian,
if for all f ∈ A[X]σ , given by f (X0, X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ A[X0, . . . , Xn], i.e. f (X) = f (X, σ (X), . . . , σ n(X)),
and for all y ∈ A such that f (y) is a non-unit but ∂ f
∂ Xi
(y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)) is a unit for at least one i,
then there exists x ∈ A such that f (x) = 0 and x− y ∈ f (y)A.
The ring of Witt vectors (W [˜Fp], σp) is σ -henselian (see [2,26,5]). A difference ﬁeld (k, σ ) is
linearly difference closed [26] if for each n ∈ N, n > 0, and a0, . . . ,an , b ∈ k such that a0an = 0, there
is x ∈ k such that a0x + a1σ(x) + · · · + anσ n(x) = b. Any difference ring which is a complete discrete
valuation ring whose residue ﬁeld is linearly difference closed is σ -henselian, viz. the Witt vectors
above or the power series ring above with a suitable base ﬁeld k and f . We will sketch a proof of
this in order to illustrate the kind of Newton approximation needed in this context. It suﬃces to prove
the following reﬁnement lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A, σ ) be a difference ring which is a discrete valuation ring and whose residue ﬁeld (kA, σ¯ )
is linearly difference closed. Let π be a uniformizing parameter. Suppose y ∈ A and f ∈ A[X]σ , given by
f (X0, X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ A[X0, . . . , Xn], i.e. f (X) = f (X, σ (X), . . . , σ n(X)), are such that f (y) is a non-unit
but ∂ f
∂ Xi
(y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)) is a unit for at least one i. Then there exists z ∈ A such that (y − z) f (y)−1 is a
unit of A, f (z) ∈ f (y)π A, and ∂ f
∂ Xi
(z, σ (z), . . . , σ n(z)) is a unit for at least one i.
Proof. First recall that for all x ∈ A, there is some unit u ∈ A s.t. σ(x) = xu. Also, f (y) ∈ π A. We try
z = y +  , where  is to be determined. We have
f (z) = f (y + ,σ (y + ), . . . , σ n(y + ))
= f (y + ,σ (y) + σ(), . . . , σ n(y) + σ n())
= f (y) +
n∑
i=0
∂ f
∂ Xi
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
) · σ i() + R(y, )
where the remainder R(y, ) is such that R(y, ) ∈ 2A, for all  ∈ A. Put  = u f (y), with u ∈ A a
unit to be determined. We get
f (z) = f (y) +
n∑
i=0
∂ f
∂ Xi
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
) · σ i( f (y)) · σ i(u) + R(y, ).
4 Similar schemes were considered in [10] for difference operators.
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∂ f
∂ Xi0
(y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)) is a unit and let
ci = ∂ f
∂ Xi
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
) · σ i( f (y))/ f (y)
then 1 +∑ni=0 ciσ i(x) is a non-trivial linear σ -polynomial over A, with ci0 a unit. Since (kA, σ¯ ) is
linearly difference closed, let u be a solution of
1+
n∑
i=0
ciσ
i(u) ≡ 0 mod π A.
Necessarily u is a unit. So we now have(
f (y) +
n∑
i=0
∂ f
∂ Xi
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
) · σ i( f (y)) · σ i(u)) ∈ f (y)π A,
R(y, ) ∈ 2A = f (y)2A ⊆ f (y)π A.
Whence f (z) ∈ f (y)π A, and (y − z) f (y)−1 = −u is a unit. Finally,
∂ f
∂ Xi0
(
z, σ (z), . . . , σ n(z)
)= ∂ f
∂ Xi0
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
)+ R1(y, )
where R1(y, ) ∈ A ⊆ π A, so that ∂ f∂ Xi0 (z, σ (z), . . . , σ
n(z)) is a unit. 
3. Approximation
Recall that a discrete valuation ring A is said to be excellent if the fraction ﬁeld of the completion
of A is separable over the fraction ﬁeld of A. A difference ring will be said to be excellent if its
underlying ring is excellent.
We now get our main results.
Theorem 3.1. Let (A, σ ) be a difference ring which is a σ -henselian excellent discrete valuation ring. Let t be
a uniformizing parameter of A, let f1, . . . , fm ∈ A[X]σ and f = ( f1, . . . , fm). Then there exists an integer
N ∈ N, depending on f , such that for all α ∈ N, α > 0, and for all x ∈ A such that f (x) ≡ 0 mod tαN , there
exists y ∈ A such that f (y) = 0 and y ≡ xmod tα .
Corollary 3.2. If, for all integer N  1, there exists x ∈ A s.t. f i(x) ≡ 0 mod tN , i = 1, . . . ,m, then there exists
y ∈ A s.t. f i(y) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m.
For the proof in positive characteristic, we need an improvement on the primitive element theorem
of [8, Chapter 7, §.6, Theorem III] for completely aperiodic difference ﬁelds, namely that it holds
for any separable extension. We recall that a difference ﬁeld is called completely aperiodic if it is
of characteristic 0 and aperiodic, or if it is of positive characteristic and satisﬁes no identity of the
form σ i(x)q = σ j(x)r , where i, j are non-negative integers and q, r powers of the characteristic, unless
i = j and q = r. The completely aperiodic difference ﬁelds are those which do not satisfy difference
polynomial identities.
Lemma 3.3. (See [8, Chapter 5, §.5, Lemma II].) Let K ⊆ L be an extension of difference ﬁelds and suppose that
K is completely aperiodic. Let f ∈ L[X]σ be a non-zero difference polynomial, then there exists a ∈ K such
that f (a) = 0.
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ﬁnitely generated and transformally algebraic. Suppose that K is completely aperiodic and the extension is
separable. Then there exists z ∈ L such that L = K (z)σ .
Proof. In characteristic 0 it is the theorem quoted from Cohn’s book, so assume the characteristic
is p > 0. We can assume that L = K (α,β)σ for some α,β ∈ L which are transformally algebraic
over K . Let λ be transformally transcendental over K (α,β)σ , and η = α + λβ. Then η is transfor-
mally algebraic over K (λ)σ , and we choose a non-negative integer r smallest such that for some
s r, σ r(η) is algebraic over K (λ,σ (λ), . . . , σ s(λ),η, . . . , σ r−1(η)). Choose an irreducible polynomial
P (X0, . . . , Xs, Y0, . . . , Yr) over K such that P (λ, . . . , σ s(λ),η, . . . , . . . , σ r(η)) = 0. Since K (α,β)σ is a
separable extension of K and λ1/p is also transformally transcendental over K (α,β)σ , then K (α,β)σ
is certainly linearly disjoint from K 1/p(λ1/p)σ = (K (λ)σ )1/p over K . It follows that K (λ,α,β)σ is lin-
early disjoint from (K (λ)σ )1/p over K (λ)σ , and that K (λ,η)σ is a separable extension of K (λ)σ .
By the minimality of r, the transcendence degree of K (λ, . . . , σ r(η)) over K (λ, . . . , σ s(λ)) is r
[8, Chapter 5, §.14, Theorem X], and we can select from η, σ(η), . . . , σ r(η) a separating transcen-
dence basis. Then for some j, σ j(η) is separable algebraic with minimal irreducible polynomial
P (λ, . . . , σ s(λ),η, . . . , σ j−1(η), X, σ j+1(η), . . . , σ r(η)). So for some j we have
∂ P
∂Y j
(
λ, . . . , σ r(η)
) = 0.
Then, as in Cohn,6 consider H(λ) the difference polynomial in λ over K (α,β)σ obtained by replac-
ing η by α + λβ in P (λ, . . . , σ r(η)) and expanding formally. Say H(λ) is given by H(Z0, . . . , Zs) ∈
K (α,β)σ [Z0, . . . , Zs], i.e. H(λ) = H(λ,σ (λ), . . . , σ s(λ)). Because λ is transformally transcendental
over K (α,β)σ , H(λ) is the zero polynomial, and hence so is ∂H∂ Z j (λ,σ (λ), . . . , σ
s(λ)) as a difference
polynomial in λ. It follows that
∂ P
∂ X j
(
λ, . . . , σ s(η)
)+ σ j(β) ∂ P
∂Y j
(
λ, . . . , σ s(η)
)= 0.
Hence, σ j(β) ∈ K (λ,η)σ , whence β,α ∈ K (λ,η)σ . Let α = f /h, β = g/h, where f , g,h are difference
polynomials in λ,η with coeﬃcients in K , and h = 0. Consider f , g,h as difference polynomials in λ
with coeﬃcients in K (α,β)σ , say f = f (λ), g = g(λ), h = h(λ) for f (X), g(X),h(X) ∈ K (α,β)σ [X]σ .
By Lemma 3.3, there is a ∈ K such that h(a) = 0. Let z = α + aβ . Let fa, ga,ha ∈ K (z)σ be obtained
from f , g,h by replacing λ by a and η by z. Then fa = f (a), ga = g(a) and ha = h(a) = 0. It suﬃces
now to see that haα = fa , haβ = ga. But this follows by going back to the relations hα = f , hβ = g
which yield the formal relations h(X)α = f (X), h(X)β = g(X) in K (α,β)σ [X]σ , and setting X = a. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let v be the valuation associated to A, whose
value group is Z, and let k = A/(t) be its residue ﬁeld. Let U be a non-principal ultraﬁlter on N and
( )∗ the corresponding ultrapower functor. Then A∗ is a σ -henselian valuation ring whose associated
valuation v∗ has value group Z∗ and residue ﬁeld k∗ = A∗/(t). We will stick to σ to denote σ ∗ . Even
though A∗ is no longer a discrete valuation ring, it is still true that for all x ∈ A, v∗(σ (x)) = v∗(x).
Let H be a convex subgroup of Z∗ containing Z, and let IH = {x ∈ A∗: v∗(x) /∈ H}. Since H is convex,
IH is a prime ideal of A∗, and also σ(IH ) = IH . Let AH = A∗/IH and A∗ π→ AH , A i→ A∗ be the
natural maps. Then AH is a valuation ring with value group H and residue ﬁeld k∗ . Let σ H be the
automorphism of AH induced by σ via π . Then i induces an embedding of A into AH and we consider
A as a difference subring of AH .
5 In positive characteristic, this is due to the referee. In the non-inversive context, the same argument yields the conclusion
as in Cohn, i.e. there is z ∈ L and a non-negative integer i such that σ i(x) ∈ K (z)σ for all x ∈ L.
6 We essentially reproduce the argument for the convenience of the reader.
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which is ﬁnitely generated over (A, σ ). Then A′ lifts to a difference subring of A∗ , i.e. there exists a difference
morphism ψ : A′ → A∗ such that ψ |A = i and πψ = IdA′ .
Proof. Say A′ = A[a]σ , a = (a1, . . . ,a), ai ∈ AH . By [1, Lemma 2.3], Frac(AH )/Frac(A) is a separable
extension. Then so is Frac(A′)/Frac(A), Frac(A′) = Frac(A)(a)σ . By [7, Lemma (2.1)], there exists a
transformal transcendence basis b ⊂ a of Frac(A′)/Frac(A) s.t. Frac(A)(a)σ /Frac(A)(b)σ is a separable
extension. Any lifting of b readily yields a lifting of A[b]σ .
We now momentarily suppose that we are in characteristic 0 or that Frac(A) is completely aperi-
odic. Suppose A0 is any difference subring of AH containing A and ψ0 a lifting of A0 in A∗ satisfying
the above conditions. By Theorem 3.4 it suﬃces for us to show that if a ∈ AH is transformally algebraic
over A0 and Frac(A0)(a)σ /Frac(A0) is separable, then ψ0 extends to a lifting of A0[a]σ . Let a be such
and n  0 the least integer such that A0[Y ]σ contains a non-zero difference polynomial of order n
with solution a. By [8, Chapter 5, §.14, Theorem X], the transcendence degree of Frac(A0)(a)σ /Frac(A0)
is n. We can then select from a, σ(a), . . . , σ n(a) a separating transcendence basis of
Frac(A0)
(
a, σ (a), . . . , σ n(a)
)
/Frac(A0)
say,
ai =
(
a, σ (a), . . . , σ i−1(a),σ i+1(a), . . . , σ n(a)
)
.
Let F be a minimal irreducible polynomial of σ i(a) over A0[ai], which can be viewed as
F (a, σ (a), . . . , σ i−1(a), X, σ i+1(a), . . . , σ n(a)) for some F ∈ A0[X0, . . . , Xn]. Consider the associated
difference polynomial G(X) = F (X, . . . , σ n(X)). Then G(a) = 0 and
∂ F
∂ Xi
(
a, σ (a), . . . , σ n(a)
) = 0.
Let G˜ = Gψ0 , i.e. G˜ is obtained from G by making ψ0 operate on the coeﬃcients, and let y ∈ A∗ be
such that π(y) = a. We now revert to the notation of Lemma 2.2 by putting f = G˜ , in order to ﬁnd
a lifting of a which is a root of G˜. We have v∗( f (y)) /∈ H and v∗( ∂ f
∂ Xi
(y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y))) ∈ H . Let
c ∈ A∗ be such that v∗(c) =min j v∗( ∂ f∂ X j (y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y))), so v∗(c) v∗(
∂ f
∂ Xi
(y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y))).
Since H is convex, v∗(c) ∈ H and c−2 f (y) ∈ A∗ is a non-unit. Let W be a new indeterminate and put
 = cW . Then
f (y + ) = f (y) +
n∑
j=0
∂ f
∂ X j
(
y, σ (y), . . . , σ n(y)
) · σ j(c) · σ j(W ) + c2R ′(y,W )
= c2
(
c−2 f (y) +
n∑
j=0
c′jσ
j(W ) + R ′(y,W )
)
where c′j ∈ A∗ at least one c′j is a unit, and R ′(y,W ) ∈ A∗[W ]σ and each of its monomials is
of total degree at least 2. Evaluating at W = 0, the σ -henselianity of A∗ gives that there exists
w ∈ A∗ such that c−2 f (y) +∑nj=0 c′jσ i(w) + R ′(y,w) = 0 and w ∈ c−2 f (y)A∗. Then α = y + cw
is such that G˜(α) = 0 and π(α) = a. By sending σ i(a) to σ i(α), 0 i  n, we readily extend ψ0 to
A0[a, σ (a), . . . , σ n(a)]. Now in fact,7 π is a difference ring homomorphism which sends ψ0(A0)[α]σ
onto A0[a]σ , and both these rings are domains and have transcendence degree n over ψ0(A0) and A0
7 Thanks to the referee.
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our lifting.
We are left with the case where Frac(A) is of characteristic p > 0 and not completely aperiodic. In
this case7 there are some integers n > 1 and m such that all the elements of A satisfy σ n(x) = xpm ,
and so all the elements of A∗ too. If m = 0, this implies that every difference subﬁeld of Frac(A∗) is
perfect, so A′ can be obtained from A by a tower of simple separable difference extensions and we
can proceed as in the previous case. If m = 0 and n = 1, then we are reduced to the classical situation
of Becker et al. [1, Lemma 2.2] and we are done. If m = 0 and n > 1, we have σ n(x) = x for all x ∈ A.
Let BA = {x ∈ A: σ(x) = x}, then for any x ∈ A the polynomial ∏n−1j=0(X − σ j(x)) belongs to BA[X]
and so every element of A is integral over BA of degree at most n, and the same holds for A∗, AH
and A′ . This implies that we can express A′ as A[b′1, . . . ,b′k,a1, . . . , σ n−1(a1), . . . ,a, . . . , σ n−1(a)]
where σ H (b′i) = b′i , for all i and each a j is integral of degree at most n over A[b′1, . . . ,b′k]. Appealing
again to Becker et al., there is a ring homomorphism ψ : A′ → A∗ s.t. ψ |A = i and πψ = IdA′ , and we
can argue with π as before. 
End of proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall U , our non-principal ultraﬁlter on N, and its functor ( )∗ .
Suppose the theorem is false. Then for each N ∈ N, there exist α ∈ N and x ∈ A such that α = 0,
v( f (x))  Nα, ¬∃y ∈ A( f (y) = 0 and v(y − x)  α). This gives sequences αN ∈ N, xN ∈ A, for N =
0,1, . . . which determine elements α ∈ N∗ , x ∈ A∗ satisfying α = 0 and
v∗
(
f (x)
)
mα, all m ∈ N, (1)
¬∃y ∈ A∗ ( f (y) = 0 and v∗(y − x) α ). (2)
Let H = {β ∈ Z∗: −mα  β  mα, for some m ∈ N}. Then H is a convex subgroup of Z∗ con-
taining Z. Let π : A∗ → AH as above. From (1) it follows that f (π(x)) = π( f (x)) = 0. Let A′ =
A[π(x)]σ ⊂ AH . By Lemma 3.5 there is a lifting ψ : A′ → A∗ . Let y = ψ(π(x)). Then f (y) = 0 and
π(y) = x, so that v∗(y − x) > α. But this contradicts (2), and we are done. 
Remarks.
(1) Our main results also apply to certain operators derived from automorphisms. E.g. in Witt vectors
one has the delta-ring operator [17]
δ(x) = (σp(x) − xp)/p
(or p-derivation, see [6]). So one has σp(x) = xp + pδ(x). From these relations one computes
polynomial relations connecting the iterates σ np and δ
n . In particular there are polynomials
Pn(X0, . . . , Xn) ∈ Z[X0, . . . , Xn] and integers kn  1, such that
δn(x) = 1
pn
σ np (x) +
1
pkn
Pn
(
x, σp(x), . . . , σ
n−1
p (x)
)
.
For example,
δ2(x) = 1
p2
σ 2p (x) +
1
pp+1
(−pp−1σp(x)p − (σp(x) − xp)p).
Let A = W [˜Fp] and A[X]δ be the analog of A[X]σ but with δ playing the role of σ . Using the
above identities to make substitutions and then clear denominators, one can deduce the analog of
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, e.g. suppose gi ∈ A[X]δ , i = 1, . . . ,m, are such that for all integer
N  1, there exists x ∈ A such that gi(x) ≡ 0 mod pN , i = 1, . . .m, then there exists y ∈ A such
that gi(y) = 0, i = 1, . . .m.
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ence ring which is also a domain of characteristic 0, let f1, . . . , fm ∈ A[X]σ and f = ( f1, . . . , fm).
Then there exist an integer c( f ) 1 and a non-zero element a( f ) ∈ A with the following prop-
erty: for each σ -henselian valuation ring V ⊃ A which is also a difference ring extension of A,
with associated valuation v satisfying v(σ (x)) = v(x), and value group Γ , for each g ∈ Γ , g > 0,
and for each x ∈ V such that v( f (x)) > c( f ) . g + v(a( f )), there exists y ∈ V such that f (y) = 0
and v(y − x) > g.
(3) In the case of (W [˜Fp], σp), there is a somewhat more direct argument to get Corollary 3.2. It is
close to [23, §.3] and “avoids” Lemma 3.5, using the universal property of Witt vectors and the
model-completeness8 of the ﬁrst-order theory of (W [˜Fp], σp) [2,26,5]. We gave the details in [4,
théorème 2.1].
4. Derivations
Valued differential ﬁelds where the valuation and the derivative have a close interaction were
studied by Scanlon [24]. In fact, he gives a common setup covering at the same time difference and
differential valued ﬁelds. We did not do this here as the differential characteristic p case needs a
somewhat different treatment. We will formulate the basic notions in terms of rings.
Deﬁnition 4.1. (Cf. [24].) Let (A, D) be a differential ring which is a valuation ring. We say that (A, D)
is a D-valuation ring if a divides Da, for all a ∈ A.
In particular in a D-valuation ring (A, D), the maximal ideal is closed under D and D induces a
derivation on the residue ﬁeld. Again, natural examples are given by power series rings k[[T ]] over a
differential ﬁeld (k, δ) with D(
∑
anTn) =∑ δ(an)Tn (see [24] for further examples with power series).
A D-valuation ring will be said to be excellent if its underlying ring is. Again, [24] gives the
appropriate notion of D-henselian,9 and natural examples are given by the power series above when
the base differential ﬁeld (k, δ) is such that linear differential equations have enough solutions to
provide a basic Newton approximation process.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let (A, D) be a D-valuation ring. We say (A, D) is D-henselian, if for all f ∈ A{X}, given by
f (X0, X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ A[X0, . . . , Xn], i.e. f (X) = f (X, DX, . . . , Dn X), and for all y ∈ A such that f (y) is a
non-unit but ∂ f
∂ Xi
(y, Dy, . . . , Dn y) is a unit for at least one i, then there exists x ∈ A such that f (x) = 0 and
x− y ∈ f (y)A.
The main results are, mutatis mutandis, the same as in Section 3 and follow formally in the same
way from a key lifting property analog to Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 4.3. Let (A, D) be a D-valuation ring which is a D-henselian excellent discrete valuation ring. In
characteristic p > 0 we further assume that the iterates Di satisfy no polynomial identity. Let t be a uni-
formizing parameter of A, let f1, . . . , fm ∈ A{X}, and f = ( f1, . . . , fm). Then there exists an integer N ∈ N,
depending on f , such that for all α ∈ N, α > 0, and for all x ∈ A such that f (x) ≡ 0 mod tαN , there exists
y ∈ A such that f (y) = 0 and y ≡ xmod tα .
We will only prove the appropriate lifting lemma, the only signiﬁcant change in the proof being in
the positive characteristic case where we will need the extra assumption that the derivation satisﬁes
no identity.
The setting is a D-valuation ring (A, D) which is a D-henselian excellent discrete valuation ring,
t is a uniformizing parameter, v the valuation associated to A and k = A/(t) the residue ﬁeld.
8 See Section 5 below.
9 Similar schemes were considered in [11] for differential operators.
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AH via the natural projection π, and let A′ be a differential subring of (AH , DH ) which is ﬁnitely generated
over (A, D). Then A′ lifts to a differential subring of A∗ , i.e. there exists a differential morphism ψ : A′ → A∗
such that ψ |A = i and πψ = 1A′ .
Proof. Let A′ = A{a}, a = (a1, . . . ,an), ai ∈ AH . Again, by [1, Lemma 2.3], Frac(A′)/Frac(A) is a sepa-
rable extension, Frac(A′) = Frac(A)〈a〉.
By [18, Chapter II, §.9—§.10, Theorems 4 and 5], there exists a differential transcendence basis
b ⊆ a s.t. b is differentially algebraically independent, Frac(A)〈a〉/Frac(A)〈b〉 is a separable exten-
sion, and every element of Frac(A)〈a〉 is differentially separable over Frac(A)〈b〉. Any lifting of b
readily yields a lifting of A{b}. Let A0 = A{b} and ψ0 a lifting of A0 as above. By [18, Chapter II,
§.8, Proposition 9], and the extra assumption of no identity in characteristic p, we can assume that
Frac(A)〈a〉 = Frac(A0)〈a〉 for a single element a ∈ A{a}.
Then, by [18, Chapter II, §.11, Corollary 1], the extension Frac(A0)〈a〉/Frac(A0) is in fact ﬁnitely
generated as a ﬁeld extension, in particular it has ﬁnite transcendence degree, say r. By [27,
Theorem 7], a, Da, . . . , Dr−1a are algebraically independent over Frac(A0), Dra is separable over
Frac(A0)(a, Da, . . . , Dr−1a), and Frac(A0)〈a〉 = Frac(A0)(a, Da, . . . , Dra).
Let F be a minimal irreducible polynomial of Dra over A0[a, Da, . . . , Dr−1a], which can be viewed
as F (a, Da, . . . , Dr−1a, X) for some F ∈ A0[X0, . . . , Xr]. Consider the associated differential polynomial
G(X) = F (X, . . . , Dr X). Then G(a) = 0 and
∂ F
∂ Xr
(
a, Da, . . . , Dra
) = 0.
Let G˜ = Gψ0 , i.e. G˜ is obtained from G by making ψ0 operate on the coeﬃcients, and let y ∈
A∗ be such that π(y) = a. We put f = G˜ and do a calculation similar to the difference case.
Again v∗( f (y)) /∈ H and v∗( ∂ f
∂ Xr
(y, Dy, . . . , Dr y)) ∈ H . Let c j = ∂ f∂ X j (y, Dy, . . . , Dr y), 0  j  r, so
v∗(cr) ∈ H . Recall that in A∗, x always divides Dx. Let W be a new indeterminate and put  = crW .
Then
f (y + ) = f (y) +
r∑
j=0
c j D
j(crW ) + S(y, crW )
where S(y, Z) ∈ A∗{Z} and each of its monomial (in Z , DZ , . . .) is of total degree at least 2. Using
Leibniz’ rule, for each j, D j(crW ) can be written as a polynomial in the DiW , 0  i  j, and the
coeﬃcient of D jW is cr . Thus, when writing
∑r
j=0 c j D j(crW ) as a polynomial in W , DW , . . . , DrW ,
the coeﬃcient of DrW is c2r and v
∗(c2r ) ∈ H . Let c ∈ A∗ be a coeﬃcient of some D jW occurring in
this expression with minimum value. Then v∗(c) ∈ H, and c divides c2r ; hence c divides all coeﬃcients
of S(y, crW ) when expressed as a polynomial in W , DW , . . . DrW . This gives
f (y + ) = c
(
c−1 f (y) +
r∑
j=0
c′j D
jW + R(y,W )
)
where R(y,W ) ∈ A∗{W }, all monomials in R(y,W ) have total degree at least 2, and the c′j are in A∗,
with at least one c′j a unit. As in the difference case, the D-henselianity of A
∗ gives some w ∈ A∗
such that f (y + crw) = 0. Then α = y + crw is such that G˜(α) = 0 and π(α) = a. By sending Dia
to Diα, 0  i  r, we readily extend ψ0 to the ring A0[a, Da, . . . , Dra], and moreover this is also a
differential ring lifting as the differential structure extending that of A0 is uniquely determined by
D(Dia) = Di+1a, or one can argue with π as in the difference case. 
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In his beautiful paper [19], Kochen gives a p-adic analog of Hilbert’s 17th problem by charac-
terizing the rational functions over the p-adic numbers Qp which take only integral values: they
are exactly those which satisfy a relation10 of the form f n + ∑n−1i=0 ai f i = 0, where ai = si1+pti ,
si, ti ∈ Z[γ (Qp(x1, . . . , xm))], γ (x) = 1p x−x
p
(x−xp)2−1 . The function γ (x) takes only integral values and
replaces the square function x → x2 in Artin’s proof. Using this result, Kochen goes on to prove a
p-adic Nullstellensatz via the approximation property in the p-adic integers. We have checked else-
where [3] for the ﬁeld of Witt vectors W (˜Fp) = Frac(W [˜Fp]) a difference ﬁeld analog for difference
rational functions taking integral values. We can then similarly deduce a Nullstellensatz for difference
equations (Theorem 5.5).
We will gather the key facts from [3]. The main auxiliary result is the model-completeness of the
ﬁrst-order theory of the Witt vectors W (˜Fp) with their Frobenius automorphism [2,26,5]. We roughly
recall A. Robinson’s basic concept of model-completeness (see [20]). A substructureM of a structure N
is said to be an elementary substructure, if for each sentence ϕ of ﬁrst-order logic formulated in terms
of the basic operations and relations of M and N and parameters from M, we have that ϕ holds
in N iff ϕ holds in M. In particular, any system of equations and inequations with parameters in
M which has a solution in N already has a solution in M. An example is given by an extension
of algebraically closed ﬁelds M ⊆N . A ﬁrst-order theory is said to be model-complete, if whenever
one of its modelM is a substructure of another model N , then it is an elementary substructure. An
example is given by the ﬁrst-order theory of algebraically closed ﬁelds.
In the discussion below p will be a ﬁxed prime, and vp will denote the p-adic valuation on
W (˜Fp). In a difference ﬁeld (K , σ ) we consider the multiplicative group Gσ ,K = {σ(x)x−1: x ∈ K×}
and the function γσ (x) = 1p σ(x)−x
p
(σ (x)−xp )2−1 . For a ﬁeld K , K (X)σ stands for the ﬁeld of fractions of K [X]σ .
A difference valuation ring (A, σ ) will be called wittian, if it has characteristic zero, max(A) = pA,
and for all x ∈ A we have (σ (x) − xp) ∈ max(A) and x, σ(x) divide each other. A valued difference
ﬁeld (K , v, σ ) will be called wittian if it is the ﬁeld of fractions of a wittian difference valuation ring
and v is the corresponding valuation. For a valued ﬁeld (K , v) we will denote by V K its valuation
ring. Let (K , v, σ ) be wittian and (L, σ ) an extension ﬁeld of (K , σ ). We will denote by WL/K the set
of valuation rings of L above V K which make L wittian.
Proposition 5.1. (See [3].)
(1) [19, Lemma 3] Let (K , v) be a valued ﬁeld, L an extension ﬁeld of K , and A a subring of L s.t. V K = A ∩ K .
Let T = {1 +ma: m ∈ max(V K ), a ∈ A}. Then the integral closure of the ring of fractions A[T−1] is the
intersection of all valuation rings V L of L such that A ⊆ V L and V K = V L ∩ K .
(2) Let (A, σ ) be a difference valuation ring of characteristic 0 s.t. p ∈ max(A) and x, σ (x) divide each other
for all x ∈ A. Then (A, σ ) is wittian if and only if v(γσ (Frac(A))) 0.
(3) [5] Any wittian (K , σ ) embeds in a model of the ﬁrst-order theory of (W (˜Fp), vp, σp).
(4) Suppose (K , v, σ ) wittian and (L, σ ) an extension of (K , σ ). Then WL/K = ∅ if and only if 1p /∈
V K [γσ (L),Gσ ,L].
(5) Let (K , v, σ ) = (W (˜Fp), vp, σp), and (L, σ ) an extension of (K , σ ) s.t. WL/K = ∅. Consider A =
Z[γσ (L),Gσ ,L] and y ∈ L. Then y ∈⋂V∈WL/K V if and only if y is integral over the ring of fractions
A[(1+ pA)−1].
(6) Let (K , v, σ ) = (W (˜Fp), vp, σp), and r ∈ K (X)σ , and A = Z[X, γσ (K (X)σ ),Gσ ,K (X)σ ]. Then
v(r(x))  0 for all x ∈ V K where r is deﬁned, if and only if r is integral over the ring of fractions
A[(1+ pA)−1].
10 For the even more telling analogy with n = 1, see [22, Theorem 7.7].
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regular on V K if there is λ ∈ K× such that v(r(x)) v(λ), for all x ∈ V K where r(x) is deﬁned.
Proposition 5.3. Let (K , σ , v) = (W (˜Fp),σp, vp), and r ∈ K (X)σ . Set A = Z[X, γσ (K (X)σ ),Gσ ,K (X)σ ] and
consider the ring of fractions R = A[(1+ pA)−1]. Then r is regular on V K if and only if r is integral over R · K .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1(6), v(λ−1r(x))  0 for all x ∈ V K s.t. r(x) is deﬁned, if and only if λ−1r is
integral over R , whence the result. 
The following lemma follows directly from Corollary 3.2.
Lemma 5.4. Let (K , σ , v) = (W (˜Fp),σp, vp) and h ∈ K [X]σ . Then h has no zero in V K if and only if h−1 is
regular on V K .
We then argue as in [19, Lemma 5] to deduce the Nullstellensatz. Note that R · K = R · K [X]σ .
Theorem 5.5 (Nullstellensatz). Let K and R be as in the proposition above and f1, . . . , fm ∈ K [X]σ . If
f1, . . . , fm have no common zero on V K , then ( f1, . . . , fm)R·K = R · K , where ( f1, . . . , fm)R·K denotes the
ideal generated by the fi in the ring R · K .
Proof. Let f =∑mi=1 pi−1 f mi , then f (x) = 0 iff f1(x) = 0, . . . , fm(x) = 0. Hence f has no zero in V K
and f −1 is integral over R · K . Since f ∈ R · K , then f −1 must be in R · K , and we are done. 
Note that this Nullstellensatz can be proved by developing a suitable ideal theory, e.g. in the style
of [29].
Also, the results above hold for (K , v, σ ) elementarily equivalent to (W (˜Fp), vp, σp), i.e. model of
the ﬁrst-order theory of (W (˜Fp), vp, σp).
D. Haskell has pointed out to us that Kochen’s lemma (Proposition 5.1(1)) can also be applied to
differential valuation rings to get a similar characterization of differential rational functions taking
only integral values (see [15]). One then can apply the appropriate approximation theorem to get a
differential Nullstellensatz as above. We leave the details to the reader.
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